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Evolution of Law Relating Appointment of
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ABSTRACT
The Indian Constitution is a very active and brilliant structure under the branch of
Sovereign, Socialist, Democratic Republic, Secular.Social Economic, Justice, and Political
are the esteemed purpose to attain all the citizens by undeviatingly increasing its spread
through the objectives but to giveaway, all of these to the people there should be no
interference of religion, place of birth, sex, race, caste and socio-economic backgrounds,
this can only be done by the Judiciary System of India.The architects of the Indian
Constitution felt that there is a need for Independent Judicial systems in-country while
drafting the constitution. Dr. B. R Ambedkar was the chairman of the drafting committee
at that time, he insisted that the judicial system of the country should be independent to
execute and also be capable by its very nature.

I. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
The researcher will make use of quantitative and qualitative means of analysis and research in
this paper. The history, evolutions, and the present scenario be obtained from various sources.
The researcher will mainly depend on the Indian Constitution and the history of the judiciary
from various sources and authors which helps in the analysis of these aspects put together to
conclude. Apart from these, case law would be very relevant from the internet regarding this
topic. Online Databases, such as Manupatra, Jstor, Shodhganga, and various others have been
used to browse case laws and relevant publications.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES:
i.

Trace the historical background of the appointment of judges in India.

ii.

Research and review constitutional provisions and judicial methods Regarding the
appointment of Indian judges.

1
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Research and analysis of the National Judicial Appointment Commission (NJAC)
India Regarding the appointment of judges of the senior judicial bodies in India.

iv.

Compare different judicial systems for the appointment of judges.

v.

Discuss recent controversies about the college appointment system Indian judge.

vi.

Provide some constructive suggestions to establish a better appointment system of
judges of higher judicial bodies in India

III. HYPOTHESIS
1. So how do we reform the current system as the opacity in the current Collegium
appointment process for judges is not a good sign for democracy?
2. The establishment of the National Judicial Appointment Committee is a specific
opportunity that can be designed following the contemporary constitution to create a
new participatory and transparent appointment method for the higher judicial
departments in India.

IV. INTRODUCTION
India by the character of its relation with Indus Valley Civilization has the most age-old culture
in the creation. Spiritual writings like Ramayana, Mahabharata, Vedas, and Smriti can be
pursued by the approach of Nyaya. The image of cutting-edge Law will provide an anamorphic
and deviant image if we start with the belief that the prison gadget started these days simplest
or some decades ago. The beyond heritage and improvement have led the muse for the existing
prison gadget. Without the right ancient history, it could be hard to realize as to why a specific
gadget is because it is. Chronicled attitude projects mild at the treatments that exist. Law cannot
be presumed well whilst disconnected from its ancient history and spirit of the kingdom whose
regulation it is. The legal professional without records is a mechanic, an insignificant
operational mason.The Concept of justice and judicial machine originates from Dharma as
perceived with the aid of using Hindu Jurists. Since Law is the king of kings, some distance
extra effective and inflexible than them, not anything may be mightier than the regulation with
the aid of using whose aid, as with the aid of using that of the monarch are, even the susceptible
might also additionally succeed over the strong.
During the Moghul period, judged through the modem requirements the judicial machine of
Moghuls become an alternative imperfect. It had its very own deserves as nicely and one in all
they become brief management of justice. The judicial reliable had outstanding discretionary
power. The prepared shape of judicial management may be traced again to up to the regime of
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Akbar. He regulated the management of justice on pretty liberal traces with none bias in the
direction of the Muslims which in any other case become an unwanted function of the Moghuls.
Shershah all through his quick length tried to set up justice in each place. Civil Law becomes
equal for all. The downside of Moguls become that they paid little interest in the prevention
and detection of crimes in rural areas. The headman of the village and his subordinate
watchman had been answerable for policing the village. Villagers together had been sure to
compensate, if the offenders couldn't be traced out. There becomes an officer known as fojdar
whose position it becomes to suppress the disorder. The advantageous function becomes that
fojdar becomes sure to compensate for the losses withinside the occasion of motorway
robberies. Speedy administration of justice and justice common for all have been visible as
critical responsibilities through Moghuls. The officials did now no longer revel in any unique
protection, immunities, or privileges for any of their acts and have been accountable.
During British rule, The East India Company obtained diverse powers and increased its region
of operations gradually. They additionally created territorial devices referred to as moffusils.
In huge cities referred to as presidency cities, separate courts had been constituted. Warren
Hastings merits a huge credit score for his efforts to streamline the judicial system. He applied
a judicial plan of 1772. The judicial plan turned into incorporated with the scheme of a series
of taxes. Under the plan, the subsequent courts/Adalat's had been created. 1. Mofusil Diwani
Adal 2. Small Cause Adalat 3. Mofusil Foidari Adal 4. Sadar Adalat. All Adalat’s had been to
hold the right facts and registers. The Supreme Court of judicature turned into created at
Calcutta. The attempt turned into to offer an advanced and extra powerful judicial tribunal. It
turned into a courtroom docket of the report and loved Civil, Criminal, admiralty, and
ecclesiastical jurisdiction. The Supreme Court judges had been attorneys appointed via way of
means of the Crown. It turned into the courtroom docket of regulation and equity3.
The courts had been now no longer very a success even though that they'd the powers to trouble
write like mandamus, certiorari, and habeas corpus. The important problem turned into that the
courtroom docket turned into now no longer in concord with life, tradition, and way of people.
The courtroom docket gave numerous debatable selections consisting of the conviction of
forgery. He/she turned into given dying punishment even though Hindu or Muslim regulation
diagnosed Forgery as an offense for which capital punishment may be awarded.

V. INDEPENDENCE OF JUDICIARY:
The appointed judges should be able to give judgment according to the case and not by being
3

Indian Judicial System and Comparative Study with Other Legal Systems, Shodhganga
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feared, biased, favor or influence because of any factor, this requirement is called the Doctrine
of Independence of Judiciary. Hence, this doctrine of Independency of Judiciary means the
judge should be independent in any state and not under any influence. The theory of judicial
independence relies on the principle of judicial independence, doctrine of jurisdiction,
separation of legislation and administration. The doctrine of the separation of powers gives the
judiciary and the other two institutions freedom. However, the sense of independence only
means that the judicial institution obtains institutional freedom from the other two institutions
in the country, which has nothing to do with the complete independence of judges in exercising
judicial functions.Accordingly, Independence of Judiciary, the judges require full
independence from personal, collective, and substantive controls of all the other bodies of the
state as well as from separation of powers4.
Shimon Shetreet is an Israeli politician and also a faculty of law, he advocates that "the
collective independence of the judiciary and the independence of the individual judges as an
organ is different from each other and together create judicial independence". He also
recognized that ajudge’s independence carries both personal and substantive independence.
Absolute accountability of the judge left out under any influence in the work of judicial or other
official works is known as substantive independence, whereas, providing enough assurance of
the conditions, administrations, and other terms of the services and also independence from the
seniors judicial and colleagues. According to Shimon Shetreet, two principals have been
derived from the doctrine of the independence of the judiciary, First, the judiciary as a whole
body if the state should be independent of the other two bodies of the state, and Second, the
independence of every judge during the performance of his/her role as a judge should be
maintained. Both the principles are interdependent, and without one's accomplishment, the
other cannot accomplish. The objectives of both are different but both together can only bring
independence to the judiciary5.
So basically, the independence of judiciary mains points out that the institutional freedom of
the judiciary from the other bodies of the state, there should be no influence of political
ideology, politicians, political parties, ethnic, public pressure, loyalties, etc to the independence
of the judiciary, and finally, in the process of exercising judges, there should be no pressure or
influence from the superior judiciary or colleagues.Judicial independence is not determined as
a transcendental concept in all aspects, but must be determined within the framework of the

4

M.P. SINGH,Securing the Independence of the Judiciary- The Indian Experience,Mckinneylaw.
Shimon Shetreet,Judicial Independence: New Conceptual Dimensions and Contemporary Challenges, Judicial
Independence: The Contemporary Debate.
5
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Indian Constitution. The purpose is to ensure that it is not affected by external or controlling
factors and that the judiciary is independentto the Indian Constitution is limited to the judicial
functions of the courts or tribunals and is not controlled by representatives of administrative
agencies. A distinctive feature of the Indian Constitution is that it gives the Indian judiciary a
dignified and vital status.Therefore, fearlessness and judicial independence are established in
the constitutional structure of India. Judicial independence is not submission; it does not oppose
every claim of the government.As envisaged in the Indian Constitution, the basic premise of
democracy is that political sovereignty ultimately belongs to the people of the country. Only
by constitutional means, implicitly submitting to the comprehensive control of the sovereign
people, can this form of sovereignty obtain social reality and complex viability. Obviously,
however, people are unable to practise monitoring, regulation, training and performing similar
functions.
Subsequently, balanced governance are required so the force held anyplace won't be racked,
and the fundamental standards of the constitution might be overhauled, and the individuals who
at last consider or consider power are responsible. The establishing fathers of the Indian
Constitution maintain just standards (straightforwardness and responsibility), portray and
partition the forces of the three government organizations, comprehend that every office will
assume its due job, and remember endeavours to accomplish the objective for the preface. They
likewise contained adequate arrangements to make the three strategies for the administration
responsible for any oversights or commissions submitted against them through straightforward
techniques. India actualizes protected administration through the standard of law. Regardless
of whether it is the assembly, the chief, or the legal executive; they are for the most part results
of the Indian Constitution. Legal autonomy is one of the essential structures of the Indian
Constitution and has additionally been perceived as a common liberty by global shows. The
Constitution accommodates three government offices. Despite the fact that these three
government offices are interrelated, they should work autonomously. Judge Krishan Iyer called
attention to that the legal executive must recognize individual flexibility and social control.
The preface of the Indian Constitution profoundly exemplifies the objective of equity. The legal
executive not just disperses equity between one individual and another or between a gathering
of individuals and another yet additionally accomplishes equity in debates among people and
nations and nations. All the above obligations must be satisfied if the nation has a legitimate,
autonomous, and unbiased legalinstitution6.

6

Independence of The Judiciary, A Constitutional Response, Legal Service India
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Justice is neither aimed at opposing measures nor is it a privilege for the government. In the
famous ruling of the Supreme Court in one of the cases7, the Constitutional Chamber of the
Supreme Court ruled, Judges should have rigorous qualities and tough fibers, indomitable in
the face of power, economy, or politics, and they must adhere to the core principle of the rule
of law, that is, the rule of law is supreme and the law is above you. This is the principle of
judicial independence, which is necessary for the establishment of genuine participatory
democracy, the preservation of the rule of law as a complex concept and the provision of social
justice in the society to disadvantaged groups. When interpreting the related provisions of the
Constitution, we keep this concept of judicial independence in mind.
Another constitutional judge in the second judge appointment case, entitled Supreme Court
announced. Judicial independence is a prerequisite for democracy. Till the time judiciary exists
truly separated from the legislature and the executive, the general power of the people will
never be threatened in any way. Montesquieu pointed out in his book "The Spirit of Law" that
if there is no division of judicial authority from legislative and executive powers, there would
be no independence.
The Constitution's framers pointed out emphatically that the separation of the judiciary from
the executive branch is the lifeblood of an autonomous judiciary, a fundamental feature of the
constitution. Dr. Ambedkar stated in his speech to the Constitutional Convention on June 7,
1949, I don't think there should be any differences between the executive and the judiciary. All
articles related to the High Court and the Supreme Court bear this goal firmly in mind.

VI. JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION:
Justice is one of the three branches of the country. India’s judiciary has fulfilled has performed
very well in the past sixty years and has been promoting public goodness and good governance
and administrationjustice. Although according to the Constitution, the system of government
is dual, the judiciary is integrated. A unified agency that can interpret and apply laws and make
rulings between the central and national governments laws and disputes between one citizen
and another and between one citizen and citizen’s state. The court has to maintain the rule of
law in the country and to ensure the government governs the country by law. The court also
has the function of defending the court. The Constitution and the law are supreme, fearless,
and free from prejudice political ideology, or economic theory, through interpretation and
application of its regulations and keep all authorities within the constitutional framework. The
judiciary has another meaningful distribution, that is, to determine disputes between member
7
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states and the issue of power distribution between the center and the country the function
between them8.
Justice Untwalia likened the judiciary to "the most important observation tower “the structure
of other parts of the country", it makes the watch like a sentry another limb in the state about
whether they follow the law and the constitution, the constitution is supreme. The structure of
the country's judiciary and the Supreme Court is essentially pyramidalthe court stands at the
top. There is a high court under the Supreme Court of IndiaJudicial hierarchy; every high court
has a lower court system of the High Court is in the highest position of the national judicial
system. Currently, every state in India has one High Court. However, Congress may establish
a two-person ordinary high court following the law in more countries. Therefore, the Supreme
Court has the highest position in the judicial system in the countries. It is the supreme
interpreter of the Constitution and the guardian of the Constitution.The Constitution guarantees
the basic rights of the people. This is the ultimate court that has the right to appeal in all civil
and criminal matters, as well as the final interpretation of land laws, andTherefore, it helps to
maintain the uniformity of the law across the country.
The arrangement of judges of the Supreme Court is administered by Article 124, section 2 of
India constitution clarifies: Each judge of the Supreme Court will be delegated by the President
following his warrant, sign, and seal after counsel with judges and judges of the Supreme Court.
A high court that the president thought may be built up for this reason. Be that as it may, when
an adjudicator other than the central adjudicator is delegated, the main appointed authority the
assessment of Indian adjudicators ought to consistently be counselled. As per Article 124(2) of
the Constitution of India, the adjudicators of the Supreme Court are delegated by the President.
While designating the Chief Justice, the President must talk with judges of the Supreme Court
and High Court as he esteems suitable fundamental. In the event that different adjudicators are
delegated, the president must counsel the Chief Justice of India, despite the fact that he can
likewise counsel different appointed authorities of the Supreme Court and the high courts, he
regards important.
Under Article 2179, The appointment of High Court’s judges is governed. It states as follows:
Each judge of the High Court will be delegated by the President's warrant. Subsequent to
haggling with the Chief Justice of India and the Governor of India, seal the arrangement of the
Chief Justice, the instance of judges other than the Supreme Court’s Chief Justice. High Court’s
Dr. Harunrashid. A Kadri, Judicial Appointments Mechanism In India and Independence of Judiciary – A
Critical Analysis.
9
Article 217, The Constitution of India
8
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Chief Justice are designated by the President after meeting with the Chief Justice. India,
legislative leader of the state concerned and in cases other than the arrangement of an
adjudicator Chief Justice, designated as High Court’s Chief Justice is to be made. As
referenced, the Constitution [Article 217(1)] states that the President subsequent to talking with
the Chief Justice, Governor, and Governor of India, these adjudicators were designated as High
Court’s Chief Justice. Focal Administration and State Administration Provide political
contribution to the choice cycle of judges.
Since the promulgation of the Constitution, some people have considered these issue
authorities: How can the appointment of judges from a non-political background are ensured?
In order to guarantee the judiciary's independence and objectivity, the choice of judges is based
on ability rather than political considerations. Such goals can only be achieved when the role
of political factors is reduced in the selection process Judge of the High Court. The legal
committee led by M.C. considered the matter. Setar Wade Early 1958. The Committee stated
in its fourteenth report on "Judicial Administration Reform": Due to the influence of judges of
the High Court, judges of the High Court are not always appointed according to merit. State
administration. Therefore, the committee recommends that the Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court that the court should play a greater role in appointing judges; that Only one judge should
be appointed and agreed upon his recommendation to this end, not only the consultation of the
Chief Justice of India is needed. The government does not accept this proposal. On the other
hand, it says that as of course, the judges of the High Court are appointed by the Chief Justice
of India.
Central National Administrative Reform Commission the relationship supports the Law
Commission’s view that the influence of the state executive should reduce the number of judges
appointed to the High Court. The group recommends that the national administration right to
comment only on the proposed name of the High Court. The Chief Justice, but does not
recommend nomination. The team hopes this will reduce appoint High Court judges at the
national level and increase their political influence professional competence. However, the
Administrative Reform Commission does not approve. The committee believes that in the
appointment of high court judges, the proposal would significantly reduce the position of the
state government. It assumes that the current procedures align the centre's and the state's rights.
In the one side, the initiative and freedom of the state, on the other side, preclude the undue
control of the state on the other party from being organised.
Before 1993, the power of the president to nominate judges to the Supreme Court was strictly
ceremonial, and, in other matters, he must behave in this way, the Minister of Law being the
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minister concerned. The final power to select judges of the Supreme Court is the responsibility
of the Chief Executive and the views expressed by the Chief Justice of the Court of Final
Appeal are not considered to be binding on the executor. In 1958, the Law Committee the
reason for criticizing this approach is that the he should not only be capable but a judge with
experience, A skilled administrator, so he can take over the office should not be supervised by
seniority alone. The government did not take action on this recommendation for a long time. It
continues to appoint the highest judge as chief justice for fear that it may be accused of
tampering with judicial independence.The criteria for appointing the Supreme Judge to serve
as CJI in India have not been undermined on April 26, 1973, the then parliamentary government
led by Indira Gandhi suddenly resigned from the qualification rules for the appointment of the
chief justice and appointment to the chief justice the judge [Justice A. N. Ray] is fourth.
Therefore, the three senior judges were bypassed and then resigned from court to protest.The
main reason behind this replacement refers to the judge who is replaced (Justices J.M. Shelat,
K.S. Hedge, and A.N. Grover) decided that the basic structure of the constitution is
argumentative in the case10. This is the dictatorship of Mrs. Gandhi, to ensure that the judiciary
approves of the government's actions, there was an emergency. The government has accused
the nation of interfering with judicial independence. The government quoted the Law
Committee’s recommendation [14th Law Committee] criticized the Supreme Judge was
appointed as the Chief Judge of the Supreme Court for the following reasons: The Chief Judge
of the Court of Final Appeal should not be a competent and experienced judge, but a competent
administrative staff, therefore, the appointment of this position should not be controlled solely
by seniority. a lot of calls this replacement a "black day" for the Indian judiciary.
In 1976, as the Chief Justice, the government-appointed Judge Berg bypassed Justice Khanna,
who was present at the time when Khanna's term was too short. Therefore, Judge Khanna
resigned from a protest. It is generally believed that this repression is rightJustice H.R Khanna
in the infamous case11 it is believed that citizens have no basic rights during the declaration of
an emergency. In reviewing the incident, the Brazilian professor wrote: “After the
meeting,there are clear signs that the brother justices do not accept the leadership of CJ Beg.
Court it is almost no longer an institution, but a gathering of judges.
Obviously, in both cases, the replaced judge brings inconvenience to the judge the executive
officer, and the replaced judge made a delicious judgment on the executive officer. This
establishes a clear connection between the independence of judges and appointments.It is
10
11

1973) 4 SCC 225
(1976) 2 SCC 521
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believed that the architect behind all these disputes is not the Minister of Law, but
kumarmangalam, the steel minister, is Mrs. Gandhi's main advisor. Scholars the term
"Kumanmangalam doctrine" was coined to explain this ideology of government select judges
in the courts who are believed to support government policy.However, it is interesting that,
contrary to popular opinion, the above is not the first attempt.
Replacement by the central government. Professor Goldbois, a famous scholar in legal history
discussed in the book "Judges of the Supreme Court" of the Supreme Court of India after
independence, disputes broke out between Pt. Nehru (Nehru) and the Supreme Court (Apex
Court). AndNehru tried to introduce social welfare legislation, and the courts have cracked
down on it in the past violation of fundamental rights. It was in this context that Nehru said the
famous those "makes a decision about sitting in the ivory royal residence didn't understand the
genuine needs and the issue of the nation'. India would have been substituted unexpectedly as
Justice Patanjali Shastri. The individual Nehru needs to supplant. Educator Goldbois reviewed
that Nehru favoured M.C. Chagla or Justice BN Mukherjee. In any case, this endeavour fizzled
in such a case that this arrangement is actualized, the court took steps to leave. Another
endeavour was restricted by JC Shah, the appointed authority who will take over as CJI
Hidayatullah. Numerous individuals accept, madam Gandhi needed to carry a pariah into the
court to supplant Justice Shah. Yet, that is the decided Hidayatullah taken steps to leave with
every single other appointed authority (aside from Ray) if it's continuous. Curiously, Justice
Hidayatullah additionally compromised Mrs. Gandhi that India will before long host the
International Lawyers Conference and whether Lord Shah the entire world recognizes what
occurred. Prior to the arrangement of the following Chief Justice in 1978, the national
government in 1977 changed. It alluded to the arrangement of the Chief Justice to the Legal
Committee. India. In its 80th report, the Law Committee suggested the accompanying, the
arrangement of the Chief Justice will follow the show for the arrangement of the Supreme
Judge. Accordingly, after Chief Justice Beg resigned, the Supreme Court Judge Chandra Chud
was delegated as the following Chief Justice. From that point forward, practice the arrangement
of the senior member follows no matter what Justice of India. The board additionally altogether
audited the sacred arrangements, Procedures, and practices of the Supreme Court and the High
Court delegating judges.
Although it discovered "the basic constitutional system for the appointment of judges" Voice”,
it admitted that there were some flaws in its operation, and targeted to ensure the best and
fastest appointment through a more effective negotiation process and eliminate political
influence. In other words, the committee recommends playing a decisive role in the judiciary
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in the appointment and transfer of judges through the following methods collegiate decisionmaking process.

VII. COLLEGIUM AND NATIONAL JUDICIAL APPOINTMENT COMMISSION:
After the Supreme Court ruled on the NJAC case, the collegiate panel of the system related to
the appointment and transfer of judges has resumed operation to the top judicial institutions in
India. The notable aspect of the majority decision, in this case, is that it admitted that the case
was flawed. The college system needs to be reformed. Invite from the public also started in
four aspects. But except in these four areas, combined with past work experience in the college
system, other reforms are needed respect. More importantly, the work of the college system
and the procedures followed. Reform must aim to eliminate scope without prejudice to judicial
independence, the appointment process is arbitrary. Five judges of the Supreme Court the
things currently being processed cannot bring all reforms this is necessary because it is bound
by the decisions made in the second and third judge cases.
In one of the cases12 of Supreme Court, it was said that it is not only led to the demise of the
National Judicial System Appointment Committee (NJAC) but also clearly stipulates that it
will be revived collegium system. Although this decision is almost impossible to surprise
anyone (Including the government), it certainly doesn't please everyone (most importantly
government). The collegiate panel system is a forum composed of the India’s Chief Justice and
the four highest judges of the Supreme Court to determine the appointment/promotion of
judges/lawyers to the Supreme Court and the transfer of judges from the High Court and the
Supreme Court. "Neither the original Indian Constitution nor subsequent amendments
mentioned the university. The “Three Judges Case” gave birth to the university's judge
appointment system, which explained the constitutional provisions on October 28, 1998. The
college's recommendations are binding on the central government; if the collegium sends the
name of the judge/lawyer to the government for the second time.
The collegium sends suggestions on the name of the lawyer or judge to the main government.
Similarly, several suggested names were sent to universities by the central government as well.
The central government carries out a fact check and checks the name and then returns the
document to the college. The collegium reviewed the name or proposal of the central
government, and then resent the document to the government for final approval. If the
collegium is renamed again, the government must agree to the name. But the time limit for the
reply is not fixed. This is why the appointment of judges takes a long time. Here, I would like
12

(1993) 4 SCC 441
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to give an example, taking the Chief Justice of the Uttarakhand High Court as an example. In
this case, the college recommended that Chief Justice K.M. Joseph (Joseph) by the Supreme
Court judge, but due to political reasons, the central government did not agree.It is worth
mentioning that there are 395 vacancies for judges in the High Court and 4 vacancies in the
Supreme Court. Since the last two years, 146 names are awaiting approval from the Supreme
Court and the central government. Among the 146 names, 36 names are pending review by the
Supreme Court Committee, and 110 names are pending approval by the central government13.
There also critiques of the collegium system, although it is a democratic country, judges still
appoint judges in India. For various reasons, the Collegium System cannot appoint judges
based on vacancies in the courts. If the constitution maker likes this way of appointing judges,
they will envisage the original constitution According to the Indian Law Commission in 2009,
nepotism and personal patronage are very common in the operation of the Collegium System,
and the Collegium System recommends that judges be appointed without considering existing
talents in the market14.
In light of the total data gave above, unmistakably the nation's present college framework is
attempting to make "grappler's child grappler" and "judge's child ref" conceivable without
giving chances to ability in the market. In this manner, for an equitable nation like India, the
Collegium System is certainly not a sound practice. The university board framework isn't
protected, so the focal government ought to order proper laws to isolate the Indian legal
framework from the syndication of specific families.
On April 13, 2014, the official magazine reported the 2014 National Judicial Appointment
Commission Act (hereinafter referred to as the "NJAC Act"). The content of legal arrangements
stipulated by these laws has become a new focus and assumes legal autonomy. The Constitution
of India stipulates Article 124A, which designates the Chief Justice of India, two other senior
judges of the Supreme Court, the Federal Minister of Law and the Federal Minister of Justice.
The Prime Minister, India's Chief Justice, and the head of the resistance movement of the
People’s House the members of the board of directors, allocated the main equity and two eyecatching figures. Without such a pioneer, the head of the largest resistance movement in India
would constitute Lok Sabha.The NJAC law guides NJAC recommenders to be selected as
judges of the Supreme Court and the High Court and controls their communication. The
proposal of the judge arrangement must depend on the ability, ability, merit and other
appropriate principles set by the qualification committee. Based on these recommendations, a
13
14

P. Puneeth, Collegium System: Suggestions for Reforms
Hemant Singh, What is the Collegium System and How it Works? Jagran Josh, May 9, 2019.
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president must be appointed.
The adjudicators of the Supreme Court and the High Court must be delegated following the
Constitution’s Articles 124, 217, and 222, and the appointed authorities must be moved starting
with one high court then onto the next. Under the steady gaze of NJAC, judges were selected
by the President after conference with the Chief Justice and different adjudicators.
Correspondingly, the exchange is done through the President in interview with the Chief
Justice.
There are no specific regulations anywhere, the qualification standards are always followed
when appointing judges. However, in August 1969, A.N. The judge was upgraded. When Ray
was appointed as the Chief Justice of India and replaced three senior judges, when Ray was
appointed as the Chief Justice of India, it caused intense controversy. The provisions
concerning the appointment and transfer of judges in the Constitution are once again in S.P.
Gupta v. V. Union of India15(First Judge Case). In the above-mentioned case, the Supreme
Court ruled that the chief justice's opinion does not take precedence, and because the executive
officer and the judiciary are responsible, the federal government does not have to act following
the opinions of constitutional staff with no responsibility. However, the case of the first judge
was overturned by the case of the second judge, which was overturned by a nine-judge judge.
The judge believed that if there was a disagreement during the negotiation process, the
judiciary's point of view was the priority. To appoint judges. In line with the opinion of the
Chief Justice. The 21-year-old university system is not only recognized in the second judge
case but also in the third judge case. Therefore, the college's appointment system became the
law of the country and has been abided by since then. After 1990, the 67th "Constitutional
Amendment" has strived to abolish the Collegium system. After that, three more attempts 55
were made. Discussions were held thereafter, and the committees put forward several
recommendations, emphasizing the need to change the university system. Finally, on
December 31, 2014, the "NJAC Act" and the No. 121 Constitutional Amendment were
approved by the President.
NJAC can resolve the earlier allegations of unconstitutionality because the opinions of
administrative staff have no basis in comparison with the judicial authorities. NJAC is
composed of three judicial officials and federal law ministers and several political agencies16.

15

1981 Supp SCC 87
Shambhu Sharan and Gunjan Chhabra, India: The National Judicial Appointment Commission – A
Critique, Mondaq, Nov 20, 2017
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Finally, recommendations will be submitted to the President. Therefore, NJAC gives
administrative personnel more power than judicial institutions. Second, It can be said to some
degree that the question of judicial liability could also have been addressed because the
judiciary will now be accountable to the executive officer for its appointment. However, other
than the above, it does not have any other scoring methods on the college system. It cannot
solve the problem of a lack of transparency. The appointment considerations and procedures
remain a mystery. In addition to the appointment criteria specified in the provisions of the
NJAC Act, the term "any other suitable standard" will continue to provide members of the
NJAC with sufficient nepotism and partiality.
Besides, in this case, the lengthy process of long debates and discussions that usually take place
before the country's legislation is passed has not been followed. People also passed legislation
in such a hasty way and suspected the lack of jurisprudence. In addition to these shortcomings
of the university system that the NJAC cannot overcome, it also has some loopholes and
defects. The legality of the "NJAC Act" and the No. 121 Constitutional Amendment is
deserving of consideration. The "NJAC Act" and its revisions totally put the intensity of legal
arrangement in the possession of regulatory organizations. Legal arrangements have
consistently been identified with the autonomy of the legal executive, and the freedom of the
legal executive has been over and again viewed as a feature of the fundamental structure of the
constitution.
Giving chairmen such a significant first situation in the arrangement cycle will debilitate their
freedom and shake the essential structure of the constitution. Another justifiable blemish in the
arrangement of NJAC is the expansion of "exceptional individuals" without uncommon
information principles. In different bills, for example, the Consumer Protection Act of 1986,
the norm for "prominent people" is specified as having certain unique information, foundation,
and status. Without such a norm, a board of trustees made out of the executive, resistance
pioneers, and boss equity can designate individuals unreservedly and isn't answerable for the
benefits of the case and different components, which would prompt maltreatment of the
standard. Above all, there is no prerequisite to clarify the explanations behind picking the
"prominent people" referenced in the bill. In addition, there is no necessity to express the
purposes behind suggesting competitors. This may prompt maltreatment of intensity by
individuals.
After the NJAC is completely compelling and comparing guidelines and rules have been
defined, it is conceivable to respond to addresses, for example, the adequacy of the execution
and whether the 2005 Right to Know Act applies to NJAC. Up until this point, no particular
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responses to these inquiries have been found.
There are also drawbacks in NJAC, the first one that can be pointed out is the insertion clause
124C17in the 99th Amendment to the Constitution. Very worded this article gives the
impression that dating is very important. Article 124C states that Parliament shall the person
who regulates the appointment process of the Chief Justice and other judges of India and the
Supreme Court as well as justices and other high court judges passed the formulation of
statutory provisions and regulations. The committee must be authorized to comply with the
regulations procedures for performing functions, selection methods appointment of personnel
and possibly other matters think it is necessary. To promote the parliament did issue national
judicial appointments. The 2014 Committee Law, authorizing the committee to formulate rules
and regulations regarding appointment procedures of judges.
It can be seen from Section 4 of the National Judicial Appointment Committee Act that the
guidelines are very different from those previously formulated, and the committee is the
sponsor of the committee. Judge appointment procedures since the time the right to debate in
the Constituent Assembly is Consultation by the Chief Justice of India and other judges. Chief
Justice against CJI and other programs of the High Court and Supreme Court reflected in the
aforementioned memo and in the courts, decision has been superseded. Memorandum of
Appointment of Judges in 1999 it is clearly stated that the Chief Justice of India will be initiator
in the judge appointment process.
But this is not the only reason for judicial advocates independence is opposed to the
establishment of the committee.Article 5 18of National Income and Article 2 of Article 6(6)19,
provisions of the 2014 Judicial Appointment Committee Act. If any two of the following
members are not allowed to make recommendations:The commission does not match it. It
conveniently left the problem be open to the position of the Chief Justice of India in the
following areas: Recommended appointment or no appointment. Other talking about the threeperson college and the Minister of Justice make recommendations on the suitability of
prospective judges, two well-known members (maybe from non-legal background) can cancel
the suggestion. Numerous legal or non - legal considerations have the full ability to determine
the selection process of judges in the judiciary through this veto. (NJAC decision) in the case
of Judge 4. This is among the most offensive factors for most individuals to.
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The Constitution of India, Article 124 C
Section 5, National Judicial Appointment Commission Act, 2014
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Section 6, National Judicial Appointment Commission Act, 2014,
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VIII. THE THREE JUDGES CASE
In the first judge case (1981), the Supreme Court ruled (4-3) that when appointing judges of
the Supreme Court or the High Court, Article 124(2) and Article 217(1) of the Constitution do
not imply "agree ". The Supreme Court ruled that in the event of a disagreement, the "ultimate
power" will be assumed by the coalition government rather than CJI. Therefore, the first judge's
case is an action taken by the Supreme Court to protect its interests. After 12 years, the court
will change its position. In 1993, after hearing a petition regarding court vacancies, the first
judge case was again transferred to the nine judges. In the second judge's case (1993), the court
(7-2) overturned the first judge's case, holding that if the president and CJI conflict in
appointing judges, then it is the chief justice of India. This matter is decisive. In the 1993 ruling,
the Standards Committee not only regained power from the government but also gained the
upper hand in the other two branches. The 1993 judgment also gave birth to the university
system. This is an anthology of the two most senior judges of CJI and SC or HC, depending on
the situation. Doing so is weakening CJI's power to appoint judges.20 Although the court has
made it clear that CJI has the final decision and that the president’s recommendations are not
binding, the court has also expanded the appointment, which will be decided by CJI and the
two most senior judges after CJI. When appointing the judges of the Standards Committee;
when appointing the judges of the specific HC, the two highest judges of the respective
HCs.Finally, in the third judge case (1998), the Standards Committee reiterated its 1993
judgment and expanded the college to include CJI and four Supreme Court judges second only
to CJI.

IX. PRESENT SCENARIO OF APPOINTMENT OF JUDGES
There are three foundations of a democratic government, justice is one of the foundations. The
Constitution of India also aims to divide authority between all three branches of the
government, according to the principle of separation of powers, because it cannot give any
branch unconstrained or unrestricted power. The will of the people embodied in the
Constitution of India stipulates the criteria for the appointment of judges of the High Court and
Supreme Court. According to Article 124 and Article 217, consultation with judicial authorities
is required. However, through the interpretation process, the appointment of judges of the
Constitutional Court is completely different, which of course was not originally envisaged by

20
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the Constitution.
In the case of the second judge (1993), the Supreme Court recommended the establishment of
a collegiate panel composed of people who wish to have "knowledge" who should be suitable
for the position of judge and possess the qualities required for the position.
The court believes that this requirement is crucial because it will help appoint suitable
independent judges to work for the exploited and exploited sectors of society. The court held
that the collegiate panel would recommend the names of candidates deemed suitable for
appointment as judges of the High Court or Supreme Court to the President of India.However,
since any branch of the country does not want absolute power, there is such a problem. Judges
are often referred to as "autonomous moral agents who can rely on them to perform their public
duties without being affected by moral or ideological factors", Judges are also very humane,
and they make decisions on major public interests. Therefore, they are vulnerable to personal,
political, economic, and class prejudice or prejudice. This does not detract from the importance
of judicial independence, but it should arouse people's attention to the unconstrained
institutional independence of judges by the system.
According to the 2014 Constitution (Article 99 Amendment) and the 2014 NJAC Act, the
university system should be replaced by the National Judicial Appointment Committee.
However, the Supreme Court ruled it as unconstitutional in one of the case21. Judge J.
Chelameswar dissented in the NJAC's decision, emphasizing the vital issues of weakening
public trust, lack of accountability, and opacity of the collegium panel's functions. However, it
is generally believed that the current judge selection system is a fait accompli. Therefore, the
president has no choice but to agree to the committee's recommendations.
Now is the ideal opportunity to look for reference or explain from the Supreme Court of India
itself. The function of the President of India in selecting judges of the senior legal organs.
Likewise, rather than choosing the quantity of judges needed to choose a specific number of
opening, the collegium just gives a lot of potential names forpresidential appointments in order
of priority and other valid criteria. It is always necessary to re-examine the existing system
through transparent and participatory procedures. It is best to ensure the supremacy of justice
through an independent broad-based constitutional body, rather than legal selectiveness. The
new framework ought to guarantee freedom, reflect assorted variety and show proficient ability
and uprightness. The framework needs to set up a free and target association in the choice
cycle. The foundation of an established organization that adjusts to the government idea of the
21
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assorted variety and freedom of the legal executive and the arrangement of judges as elevated
level legal foundations can likewise be viewed as an elective measure.

X. SUGGESTIONS
1.

Eliminate the difference between the retirement age of judges of HC (62 years old) and
SC (65 years old).

2.

Be inclusive, that is, there should be a consulting agency composed of outstanding jurists,
well-known lawyers, and judges to review the appointment candidates, while the college
system will only interview candidates recommended by the consulting agency.

3.

The selection criteria must be clearly defined because only the minimum qualifications are
stipulated in the constitution. Therefore, more comprehensive and clearer quality and
capability must be mentioned.

4.

The application procedure must be there. So that interested candidates can apply.

5.

OBC, Sc, St, and minority departments must have female representatives.

6.

The judiciary should also strengthen the principles of accountability, transparency, and
checks and balances. Judicial authorities may also be subject to RTI actions.

7.

Transparency: The lack of transparency here should be explained. To this end, the list of
all candidates should be publicly released for public viewing. Besides, the entire process
should be publicly released.

8.

Judicial review: This is the basic structure of our constitution, so it should also be adopted
in the case of higher appointments because it will affect the entire judicial system.

9.

RTI: The scope of the "Right to Information Law" should be increased, and the "Collegium
System" should be adopted under its preview.

10. Merit-Based Appointment: Appointments should be merit-based rather than age-based. A
meritorious candidate can deliver better judgments. SC/HC decision has a greater role in
influencing the entire country and our system of Governance.
11. Inclusion of more judges: More Judges should be included in the collegium system for the
better choice of candidate and competition among the available choices22.

XI. CONCLUSION
According to my study and analysis, there has been a lot of changes according to the
development in appointing the judiciary. But there has been more of an ancient effect regarding
the appointment of the judiciary in India, the ancient era has left foot prints to ensure a better
22

If you are asked to give suggestions to improve the collegium system, what would they be? Discuss.
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development while appointing the judiciary. As of now, the process of appointing the Judiciary
has developed then compared to the historical times, it has allowed a fair and just chance to
everyone irrespective of the socio-economic differences, caste, sex, race, and religion. The
research shows that judicial administration (i.e. justice according to law) is one of them the
most basic functions performed by the state. Judicial administration after the country has gone
through many stages of development history that has evolved in its current form.According to
me there still needs to be a few changes for a better judiciary and also for a better society.
*****
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